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The biblical story of the tower of Babel and ancient Babylon is well documented. 
It is generally referred to as a classic example of the folly of men who try to rise 
to the level of God as the almighty creator and ruler over all people.  Of course 
history is replete with tyrants who have attempted to put themselves in Gods 
seat and history shows us that their rule and their end is not usually very 
pleasant. 


Interestingly, people recognize this as a quaint story only in a historical context. 
The general attitude is, that in our modern world we have advanced so far past 
this outmoded mentality that the Tower of Babel was mere folly and would never 
be attempted in the wisdom of today’s modern intellect. 


Yet, those with some knowledge tethered to reality are aware that ever since the 
kingdom of Babel project started up in ancient Mesopotamia shortly after the 
great flood, man has been working on those same concepts ever since then with 
the aim of total  domination, central control and complete subjugation of the 
entire population who in turn ‘shall’ pay tribute and give glory to the false god.  
Man has never been closer to the goal than he is today and efforts to sit in the 
seat of God are ‘in your face’.  Cern, The European Union and the globalists 
plan are easy references.


It all starts with centralized government which is diametrically opposed to God’s 
plan for ‘decentralized’ government starting with the family.  Is it any wonder 
that ‘family values’ and ‘the family unit’ has been under such heavy attack over 
the last 100 years? 


Let’s look at a comparison of some of the characteristics of one system versus 
the other which you will see in the chart on the next page.


You will see quite a stark contrast between the two.  When this comes to light, 
one can only ask, ‘What have the organized, so-called, ‘Churches’ been doing?   
Where are they?  They are silent and complicit in the efforts of subjugation.


I would contend that they are busy keeping people in line with Babylon as they 
lick the feet of their Babylonian masters in order to maintain their government 
approved tax exempt status as they continue to serve their ‘mammon master’. 


See the chart which follows and make up your own mind. 
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Babylonian Governance - Central Authority God’s Governance - Ecclesia

Governed by the dictates of the rulers, legislative 
or unelected authorities which are no longer in 
conformance with Gods covenant.  This is ‘top 
down’ governance.

Governance from the bottom up as each member 
of each family bears personal responsibility for 
honoring God’s law and this transcends upward 
through the bodies of a lawful society.

Extracts tribute (taxes) by force if not given 
‘voluntarily’.  Defamation, prison and the 
destruction of life as you know it are all options on 
the table to be used to teach others.

The members of the ecclesia do what they can in 
various ways to support each other in the 
community.  People are not penalized for being 
poor.

Requires fees, payments and permits to perform 
the customary duties of life. 

Provides aid and assistance for members in 
accomplishing life’s requirements.

Promotes and protects unGodly behavior and 
punishes those who do not accept or tolerate 
such behavior in their belief system

Callls out unGodly behavior and lovingly tries to 
steer wayward souls back onto the track of love, 
mercy and forgiveness under God’s law.

Justice is a professional monopoly controlled by 
foreign agents who exclude the common man or 
woman and is used as a tool for corruption, theft 
and unjust enrichment while ultimately enforcing 
subjugation, conformity and servitude. 

Courts are run by the people themselves, No 
professionals are involved other than the Sheriff 
for peace keeping.  Court is only called when 
there is an action to be heard and is not a 
business run on a daily basis. 

Uses a debt based, fiat monetary system to 
enslave and subjugate everyone who uses it.  This 
is biblically referred to as ‘false weights and 
measures’. 

Uses real money with intrinsic value which 
represents NO debt, only gain and/or freely 
exchanges goods and services, one for the other 
with no taxable implication. 

Mandates a ‘partnership’ with each individual and 
business by exacting a share of that party’s 
‘income’ (term falsely used and misinterpreted).  
Operates under the ‘Obama attempted Group-
Think Syndrome’:  “You didn’t build that!’

May only employ ‘usage fees’ to be applied in 
certain situations whereby an individual receives a 
benefit from the use of something such as public 
infrastructure, a service of some kind, and the 
ecclesia agrees on what they may need 
collectively and how to pay for it. 

No individual or corporation may own land. They 
only have rights of tenancy on a fief for which they 
must pay an annual rent despite having paid a 
large sum to mistakenly call it ‘their own’.  
Babylonians on land only get a ‘Deed’ to ‘Real 
Estate’ not ‘Title to Land’.

All the land on the earth belongs to God and we 
as good stewards are to care for that land.  With 
that said, land ‘ownership’ in the ecclesia is in fee 
simple with title and ownership is absolute.  
Widows cannot lose the family land for failure to 
pay ‘rent’.  (real estate taxes) 
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All law and legitimate government comes from God.  Anything to the contrary is 
an usurpation of authority.    Are we bound to obey usurpers to our detriment?  
Read our article on Romans 13 found on the home page.  


Acts 5:29 spells it out plainly:   


“We ought to obey God rather than men”


This presents some interesting questions.   


So one obvious question to ask now would be, ‘which kind of system are you 
living under?’


Before you answer that, review the ten planks of ‘The Communist Manifesto’ 
and compare this to the system you live under. 


It’s pretty safe to say that most (all) of us are living in a Babylonian style 
government which is the fundamental premise for the call to: 


“Come Out of her my people.  Do not share in her sins 

that ye do not share in her plagues.” 


God loves us more than we know.  And he is a just God.  His justice requires 
HIM to pour out his wrath on the people and nations who violate HIS law.   One 
might say that this is already happening worldwide just as prophesies have told 
us it would.


Next question:  “So how do we deal with the modern Babylon when we are 
completely entangled in it and it has control over us?”


Funny you should ask that question.  The answer lies in the fact that this is the 
entire mission of THE WORLD MISSION CHURCH AND ECCLESIASTIC 
SOCIETY.  


We are bringing talented and committed people together to help make this 
happen on a local and on a global basis.  We invite you to join us in this worthy 
effort and help make it happen. 
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We encourage you to explore the possibilities which exist when living under 
God’s law IN FULL and give some thought to being a part of our Ecclesia and 
joining or starting your own local ministry.  You’ll always have us here for 
support.  And with God on your team, how can you lose? 


Authors Note:  It may do you some good to review the history and importance of 
the story of Babylon for your edification and to refresh the facts in your mind 
since this is a central theme in much of what we do.  Read more here.


Many blessings! 
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